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Cavotec signs USD 5 million shore power order 
with global shipping company

Cavotec has signed an order for shore power with a global shipping company, valued at about 
USD 5 million. The order includes a substantial number of PowerFit shore power units, enabling 
vessels to connect to shore power with ease while docked. Deliveries is scheduled later this 
year.

Cavotec’s PowerFit units represent a breakthrough in shore power technology, offering complete 
containerized solutions for high voltage vessel connections. By facilitating shore power 
connections, these systems significantly reduce air and noise pollution in ports.

”This partnership with a global shipping company is yet another confirmation of the strength of our 
offering,” said Patrick Mares, President of Ports & Maritime Division at Cavotec. “Our innovative 
shore power systems contribute to the decarbonisation of ports worldwide as well as quieter port 
environments.”

Cavotec is at the forefront of delivering highly innovative shore power solutions and services with 
more systems installed around the world than any other provider. Our solutions are today installed 
on cruise vessels, container ships Ro/Pax and Ro/Ro ferries. PowerFit is a complete containerized 
solution and includes all equipment for a high voltage shore connection: PowerAMPReel, high 
voltage switchboard, control panel, high/low voltage transformer and other auxiliary systems for 
an ease of operations.

Contacts

For further details please contact:
Joakim Wahlquist
CFO
Telephone: +46 70 403 47 86 
Email: joakim.wahlquist@cavotec.com

About Cavotec

Cavotec is a leading cleantech company that designs and delivers connection and electrification 
solutions to enable the decarbonization of ports and industrial applications. Backed by close to 50 
years of experience, our systems ensure safe, efficient and sustainable operations for a wide variety of 
customers and applications worldwide. To find out more about Cavotec, visit cavotec.com.
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